
CNA Media Team Meeting Minutes, Tues. June 2, 2020, 6-7:30 p.m. | Venue: virtual 
 

How is the June paper looking to everyone? 
We’re always interested in getting feedback. 
 
Concordia Curiosities, publish locations? 
Discussed Concordia Curiosities and if we want to mention where the picture was taken. The 
group decided to mention where the picture was in the following issue (assuming the place that 
the picture was taken has been approved to tell where it is). 
 
July line up 

- Nancy reviewed line up 
- We decided to turn a Concordia Curiosities submission into a feature story. It’s about a 

woman (Julie) who invites people walking one of the alleyways to interact with her hens. 
Nancy will write that in time for the July issue and we’ll use a different submission in the 
Curiosities space. 

 
Aug line up 

- We need three stories --  
- Marsha will do the going back to Kindergarten  
- Gordon will do a business story  

 
Advertising update  
Ads are hard to come by right now -- working on some leads but over half of our advertisers are 
still closed and others are bringing in a fraction of the business that they usually would. 
Continue to work on finding ads! 
 
FB update 
Gina proposed that we take a stand on our social media page about Black Lives Matter 
movement and that we stand in solidarity with our community of color. Open to what this looks 
like (pending board approval) but some ideas include 1- changing our banner to art that 
represents community of color in our neighborhood 2- posted a letter or statement of support 
from the board (Nancy will write a draft and send to all for a look through by tomorrow at noon) 
3- posting a list of minority owned businesses in Concordia and contiguous neighborhoods for 
people to intentionally support (potentially run by AMS and NE 42nd Ave for additions before 
posting) 4- posting ongoing statements from sources like racetalks or other black/brown 
advocates on ideas of how to support and get educated (books to read or other action items). 
Will discuss at board meeting tomorrow night to get their blessing before moving forward. 
 
Archive of CNews retrieved from Concordia University Library 
Gordon was able to get 20 years of Cnews editions from Concordia Librarian on her last day of 
working for CU. (Wowsa!) He will start scanning them and posting to our website so we have an 



archive. Gordon will be asking the board if anyone is interested in helping with this task 
tomorrow at the board meeting. 
 
 
 
Next MT Meeting: Tuesday July 7, 2020, 6 - 7:30 p.m. | Location: TBD 
 


